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sor, ADSP-BFS35. It is a fixed point embedded media
processor designed specifically to meet the computational
demands & power constraints of todays embedded media
applications, The architecture combines a dual MAC stateof-the-ait signal processing engine, the advantages of U
clean, orthogonal RISC-like microprocessor instruction set,
and‘single-Instruction, Multiple Data (SIMD) multimedia
capabilities into a single instruction set architecture. Blackfin processors are designed in a low power and low voltage
design methodolou and feature dynamic power management, the ability to independently vary both the voltage and
frequency of operation to significantly lower overall power
consumption.

Abstract: With increasing use of Multimedia in everyday
life. there is a need not only for better image compression
tcchnique3 which can be used in a wide range of applications h u t dso for efficient implementation of these c o m

.

pression algor-ithnis 011 powerefficient platforms. To cater
t u wch needs several cornpression methodologies have
hczii proposed and stimdai-dized. We. have implemented,
JPEG2000: an emergiq standard for still image compression on the Analog Devices Blackfin Digital Signal Processor (I3SP). Iniplemenl ation of still-image compression on
pi.ogra~nmableDSPs offer several advantages like ease of
changing the codcc standard, improved value addition by
cusromizing the codec to the target application, scalabiliv
in image sizes etc. This paper presents the implemenlation
cletnils of’the .PEG2000 still image codec on ADSP-BF535
p r ~ ~ ~ sbased
s o r Analog Devices EZ -kit Lite hoard, and the
qudiK of the iesiilts obtained demonstrate the potential of
the l o w - p ” r Micro -:Signal Architecture of Blackfin processor is a good choice for embedded multimedia applica-

Sections 2 and 3 give an overview of the PEG2000
standard and the architectural features of the target digital
signal pi-ocessor ADSP-BF535 respectively. The implementation ksues are discussed in Section 4. In Section 5.
we highlight the performance of the image codec on the
ADSP-BF535processor bnsed Analog Devices EZ-kit Lite
board. The results summarized in Section 6 demonstrate
the potential of the Blackfin processor for. implementing
embedded multimedia applications.
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1. Introduction

2. Overview of JPEG 2000 codec

One of the most populai. still-image compression standards is the JPEG standard. The encoding process involves
Block DCT transform with Huffnian coding. Despite the
phenumen$ success of the .PEG aigorithln, its shortcom
ings become increasingly apparent as image compression is
estcnded to more application domains like medical imaging, digital libraries, multimedia, internet and mobile.
Some of the Emitatims are no target bit rate, no region of
intercst (ROI) coding, provides only single resolution and
quality. and blocking artifacts at higher compression rates.
‘i‘lie emerging still-image compression standard
.IPEUZOOO (IS0 154b-47ITU-T Recommendation T.800)[I1
\t-iesio overcome these limitations and provide subjactive
image quality peiforritance superior to existing standards. It
AJSU offers a host of extra features like lossless and lossy
comprcssion; embedded lossy to lossless coding, progressive transmission by pisel accuracy and resolution, robustness to hit -et~ors>
region of interest coding, content-based
description etc. With .TPEG20OO, the quulity of the resultant
image depends upon the compressibility of the input image,
while tiith .PEG: tht: size of the image depends on the
compressibility of the input image.
The processor chosen by us for implementation of the
Jl’EG2000 standard is the Analog Devices Blackfin pi-oces-

The fundamental building blocks of a JPEG2000 codec are
shown in Fig. 1 121,[31*i41[51. The components are:
Preprocessing involves DC level shifting to achieve a dynamic range of values centered around zero.
Inter component Transform is to convert RGB planes to
Luminance (Y) and Chrominance (Cb ,Cr)planes.
Intra component Transform is realized through Discrete
Wavelet Transform (13WT). It decomposes the image into
multiple resolution levels using a wavelet transform. For
practical implementation, the lifting scheme is used to perfoiin, inplace computation of DWT coefficients.
Quantization carried out 011 the transform coefficients
using scalar quantization with a dead zonc.
Tier-1 encoding with the subhands, divided into code
blocks. Embedded bit plane coding is the technique
adopted for encoding the image. Each bit plane of each
code block is passed through 3 coding passes namely : significant propagation pass, magnitude refinement pass and
cleanup pass. A MQ encoder is used to code the bits.
Tier-2 encoding is essentialiv a process of organization of
the bit-plane coding data from the Tier- 1 coding into packets and output as code Stre3111.
Rate control is achieved mainly by selection of a subset of
coding passes to be included in the final code stream, with
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The basic encoding engine of .PEG21300 is based on
E23C'OT (Embedded Hock Coding with Optimised T i m cation of the embedded hit streams) algorithm. The inverse
lmxxss is done at the decoder.

3. Blackfin processor ADSP-BF535
'Hie ADSP-BF535 proccssor conibines a 32-bit RISC-,
likc instruction set and d u d 16-bit .multiply accumulate
(MI\C) signal procesing fiunctionality with an addressing
cspahility emndable to nearly 4 Giga lytes. The functiuniil diagram of the proce~sorcore is shown in Fig. 2 '?
11s corc architccture consists of, a Data Arithmetic Unit
wl\ich includes two 16-liit Multiplier Accumulators
(MAC'S). two 40-bit Arithmetic Logic Units (ALUs), four
8-lit video ALUs. and a single 40-bit barrel shifter. The
iivo Data hddrcss Generators (DAGS), suppoi-i hit-reversed
nddr-e.;sing and circulm. buffering. Other registers include,
$is ?,-hit address pointer registers (PO-PS) for fetching
upcrands, Index registers (10-13). modifier registers (MG
MN.t3asr registers (HO-D?) and Length registers &O-L3).
Thc ADSP-BFSX Blackfin processor contains a rich set of
ycripherals connected to the core via several high bandn-idlh huszs. providing ilesibility in system configuration
:IS w l l as euxlleni overall s?;stein pei-foi-niance.
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Fig. 2 Blackfin processor Core architecture

(WISP++) was used as the code development and dehug
environment. A GUI was developed in Visual C++ (VC++)
to interact with the EZ-kit Lite board vis VDSP-H from the
host PC.
3.1 Source Code Optinizsltions
The MQ encoder function calls have been suitably replaced by macros speeding up the process. DWT Lifting
coeftjccients are declared as register variables for faster
access. Look-up-tables (LUT)are being used for context
variables instead of calculating for every bit plane. The task
of finding contest is made simpler by modifying contest
state information only when allocation becomes significant.
Finding weighted mean square m o r (MSE) is essential for
code stream organization and layering based on rate distortion. Conventional method is to decode the image with and
\vithout code block, compare and calculate the error, which
is, ail added overhead. An approximate method is used in
our implementation to increase the speed. In this mcthod.
the MSE i; inci-ementally changed whenever a locatio11
becomes significant. The algorithm used for rate allocation
r-equires that in each iteration the passes which are to be
included in the code stream have to be encoded as packets
to find the final length o f t h e code stream. Larger the niim
her of iterations implies that larger is the time taken. If thc

T'hc Analog Devices EZ-kit Lite board is based on the
ADSP-BF535 Blackfin ~rocessorrunning a t speeds up io
.35OMHz and consists of 308K Bytes of On-Chip Memoly,
SDKAM (IfiMBl, l-lash menmy (544kB) of external
nisinoi?.. and USR inte~t'ace fm. data transfer between the
hosi tT' and the hoard at o rate of I jOLB/s ['I.

3. Implementation
'I'he .PEG2000 still image codec has been implenicnted on ADSP-BF35 processor based Analog Devices
E - k i t IAe board running at 35DMI-Iz. The C code for
. I l ~ E C 2 O O O codec being -used is available as pail of open
SOLII-CC JnsPer trmscoder (JasPer version: 1 .700.2)[81code.
'!lie .layer si~urct:cude has been optimized to suit the proccsstir architecture. Analog Devices, Visual DSP ++ v.3.5
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length remains same in successive iterations and the deviation is marginal then the rate allocation can be truncated.
3.2 Codec Modificaticm
The encoder implementation required fiequent file 1/O
operations for tiling of the input image, through the US3
l i d hetween the PC host and the Blackfin EZ-kit Lite
daughter board, which reduced the speed of execution. AS
these file I/O operations were being canied on by the DSP
processor on-board, which is not optimized for such file
operations, the estimation of processing time was hfficult.
To overcome this, a 3-poirrt solution was adopted, in
which, all file IiO operations in the entire program .were
first bundled up into one single file VO operation by transfening the entire image data from the host memoly to the
daughter board memory in the beginning of the encoder
cycle. The tile operations were replaced by equivalent
menioiy accesses from the external SDRAM using buffers
for input and output files. At the end of the encoder cycle
the entire output data is transferred from the DSP board
SDRAM tu the host memory. The loading of the prograin
buffer initialization (only one occurrence), loading o.f the
t m a g to the EZ-kit Lite memoly and transfer of
compressed data back to the host have been carried out
through a plug-in built using VCW, which interacts with
the VDSP++ platform by means of a set of Application
Programming 1ntcrlBcr:s (APis). Provisions for debugging
have also been provided in the plug-in. This GUI also
initiates the encoding and decoding operation on the EZ-kit
Lite board. Also, dficient memory heap for dynamic
memo? allocation has been provided and some of the
sparsely used program segments have been put into
esteinal memory while frequently used ones into internal
program memory.

4. Performance Analysis

'

Performance analysis of the PEG2000 codec has been
performed with the standard h a test (color with RGB
components) image of size 2 5 6 d 5 6 pixels.
4.1 Encoding process
The encoding process consists of conversion of a bitmap (BMP) image to .PEG2000 (Jp2) image. It comprises

Divide
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of two stages, EMP image decoding process followed by
JP2 encoding process. BMP image decoding is essentially a
process of extracting the RGB values from BMP image
data and storing in DSP board memory. The JP2 encoding
process follows the structure described in Section 2.
4.2 Operational Complexity
The total cycle complexity of the encoder for the test
image (256x256) including all sub modules is approximately 26 MOPS (Million Operations) in case of lossy
coding while it reduces to 20 MOPS for lossless coding.
The difference is due to the rate allocation process which is
responsible for deciding which of the coding passes should
be included in the final coded bit plane data. It is also observed that the computational complexity of PEG2000
standard is about three times that of .PEG compression
standard. This is mainly due to the large analytical com
plexitv involved in DWT (7.62 MOPS) and huge operational complexity involved in EBCOT (I 1.49 MOPS). The
MOPS consumed by each block is shown in the Table 1

-

4.3 Cycle Complexity
Percentage Cycle count for BMF decoding process is
4.54% while the Percentage Cycle count for JP2 encoding
process is 93.42%. The cycle complexity for the various
sub blocks of the .PEG2000 codec are given in Table 2.
The coding passes namely the significance, magnitude
refinement and cleanup take up the inajor portioii of the
cycles consumed.
4.4 Decoding process
The decoding process consists of JP2 decoding followed by BMP encoding. The total cycle complexity of the
decoder for the test image (256~256)is approximately 22
MOPS. The Percentage Cycle count for JP2 decoding is
88.35% and that for BMP encode process is 1 I . 18%. The
inverse DWT module has been hand coded in assembly
exploiting the parallelism and vector operations available
in ADSP BF -535 to optimize perfoImance.
4.5 PSNR Calculation

For the standard Lena test image of 256x256 pixels,
the PYhR (Peak Signal to Noise Ratio) calculation has
been done with individual components namely RGB contri-
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TABLE 2. PERCENTAGE CYCLE COUNT FOR
ENCODER
Sub processes

Functions

% cycie

Ink1 component

RCT

count
3 677
0.564
0 518

trnnsfoiiii
Intra component
transform

Tree filtering

4 216

Preprocessing

Tile creation

uc Shlft

b n y image

ipeg image

jp2 image

Compression mtio=71
Fig. 4 Comparison of original bmp with P E G and
JPEG2000 compressed images

codec demonstrates the potential of the low-power MicroSignal Architecture of Blackfin processor as a good choice
for embedded multimedia applications. Apart from giving
good quality compression, he enhanced, features o f the
codec make it the best choice for handheld multimedia
devices. We are currently improving the efficiency of the
implementation by hand coding time critical functions in
assembly exploiting the architectural features of the
processor like dual MAC, efficiently pipelined core and onchip cache memory.
i
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1.esu1ts obtained are promising. The perfoimance of the
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